
1st Time Listening

Step 1: Read and Annotate Background Information

‘The internet is far from a ‘fair’ and ‘ethical’ place and technology companies are becoming
exceedingly rich off selling our personal information. But are things changing? Is the culture of
the internet changing to be a more ‘ethical' and fairer place for people — or has the pendulum
swung too far in one direction? Jocelyn Brewer is a registered psychologist from Sydney who
specialises in the psychology of technology. Ecosia is a search engine from Germany which
says it finances the planting of a tree for every 45 web searches.’ Presenter: Beverly Wang

Step 2:  Read and Annotate the Questions (there is space for your notes
on page 4)

1. What are the problems with internet use today? (2 marks)

2. What is it that can draw people in and what example does Brewer use in relation to this? (2
marks)

3. What is Beverley Wang’s opinion on some apps showing many ‘likes’? Support your answer
with an example of word choice and language. (3 marks)

4. What are the costs people have to pay, as Brewer suggests, for the use of Internet? (2
marks)

5. What does Ecosia try to recognise? (2 marks)

6. Give the word that the company officer of Ecosia uses to describe Google’s dominant
power over the search engine. (1 mark)

7. What are the two adjectives Beverely Wang uses to praise Ecosia? (2 marks)

8. What are the challenges faced by companies like Ecosia, according to Brewer? (2 marks)

Step 3:  Listen to the Audio Only (Without the Visual)

Is the Internet Becoming Unethical?

Step 4: Write Down Side Notes

Note: there are 3 speakers for this exercise, so below there is a separate table for you to fill in
for each speaker.
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2nd Time Listening
Step 1: Fill in the blanks and try to be aware of words you don’t quite ‘get’.

Step 2: Note down how the speakers convey their attitude, feeling, ideas, etc

Step 3: Interaction between speakers

3rd Time Listening  

Usually you would read the transcript while listening to the audio in this step, but in this case,
there is no transcript so you can skip this step.
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VCAA Style Questions

Background Information

‘The internet is far from a ‘fair’ and ‘ethical’ place and technology companies are becoming
exceedingly rich off selling our personal information. But are things changing? Is the culture of
the internet changing to be a more ‘ethical' and fairer place for people — or has the pendulum
swung too far in one direction? Jocelyn Brewer is a registered psychologist from Sydney who
specialises in the psychology of technology. Ecosia is a search engine from Germany which
says it finances the planting of a tree for every 45 web searches.’ Presenter: Beverly Wang

You may make notes here:
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Questions

1. What are the problems with internet use today? (2 marks)

2. What is it that can draw people in and what example does Brewer use in relation to
this? (2 marks)

3. What is Beverley Wang’s opinion on some apps showing many ‘likes’? Support your
answer with an example of word choice and language. (3 marks)

4. What are the costs people have to pay, as Brewer suggests, for the use of Internet?
(2 marks)

5. What does Ecosia try to recognise? (2 marks)

6. Give the word that the company officer of Ecosia uses to describe Google’s
dominant power over the search engine. (1 mark)

7. What are the two adjectives Beverely Wang uses to praise Ecosia? (2 marks)

8. What are the challenges faced by companies like Ecosia, according to Brewer? (2
marks)
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